
Introduction to 
Beekeeping



1.
About Honeybees



Honeybees are vital
Honeybees are responsible for one third of the world’s food supply as well as the survival 
of plants and trees

◉ Pollinate crops
◉ Pollinate flowers
◉ They have superpowers
◉ They are a “superorganism”
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Common Species of Honeybees
Species and Subspecies Introduction to United 

States Appearance

Western
(Apis mellifera)

~1600s Golden brown in color, with solid black 
stripes and lighter brown hair near its head.

Carniolan
(Apis mellifera carnica)

1883 Brown-gray in color, with lighter brown 
stripes, earning its nickname: the “gray bee”

Caucasian
(Apis mellifera caucasica)

1905 Dark gray to black in color, with drones 
having black hair on their thorax.

Italian
(Apis mellifera ligustica)

1859 Golden brown in color, with dark brown 
stripes.

German
(Apis mellifera mellifera)

1622 Almost entirely black in color, with some 
brown hints on its coat.
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Egg

Eggs are small, white, and look like a grain of rice

Fertilized honeybee eggs result in female bees, 
while unfertilized eggs result in male bees. 
Females are diploid, while males are haploid.

     Each type of bee (queen, drone, or worker) is in 
this stage for 3 days

Stages of development

Larva 

After 3 days the egg hatches into a larva.

At this stage, they require a lot of food as they 
grow to six times their size every day.

They are fed royal jelly - the queen maintains a 
diet of royal jelly for the rest of her life, while the 
drones and workers switch to a diet of “brood 
food” or a mixture of pollen and honey6



Pupa

About 8 days after their birth, worker larvae are capped 
shut in their cells. On day 9 they spin a silk cocoon 
made from a glandular secretion in their head. On day 
10 they lay back and position themselves to exit their 
cell.

Pupae are white and gain their coloring over the course 
of the next week when they transition into adults and 
chew their way out of their cells.

Stages of development

Adult

All three types of bees - workers, drones, and queens - 
have the same egg stage but differ when they get to the 
larval stage. The life expectancy of each bee is as 
follows:

- Queens: 3 to 4 years
- Worker: 1 to 6 months
- Drones: 6 weeks to 6 months
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Honeybee hive roles
Queen

Queens don’t do much inside 
the hive except lay eggs, but it’s 
the most critical role a bee can 
play. Her egg-laying abilities 
determine the success and future 
of not only the current bees in 
the hive but all the future ones 
too.

Worker

Worker bees are the ones who 
truly rule the hive. They make 
several key decisions, including 
available hive space, available 
forage foods, weather 
conditions, health status of the 
hive, and what kind of eggs the 
queen needs to lay.

Drone

Drones don’t have stingers and 
don’t collect food for the hive. 
They actually just have one 
essential job: to mate with 
virgin queens from other hives. 
Drones can live from 6 weeks to 
6 months, but once they mate 
with the queen, they die shortly 
after.9



2.
Starting a Hive



Langstroth hive 
◉ The most common hive beekeepers use is 

the Langstroth Hive
◉ Typically consists of 2 boxes with 8 or 10 

frames each, depending on the size
◉ Deep boxes are for brood while honey is 

collected in medium or shallow boxes
◉ Frames can be foundationless or have a 

foundation of honeycomb to help expedite 
the comb making process

◉ Bottom boards, covers, and entrance 
reducers are also used 11



Beekeepers toolkit
◉ Smoker
◉ Bee brush
◉ Hive tool
◉ Notebook
◉ Beekeeping suit (or veil)
◉ Gloves

Extra tools:

◉ Queen excluder
◉ Frame spacer
◉ Frame grip 12



Package Bees
Must be purchased months before 
installation. Contains 10-12k bees - mostly 
workers, a few drones, and a mated queen 
that is kept separate until introduction to 
the hive.

How to obtain bees
Nucleus or “Nuc” Hive
A hive that is 4-5 frames of drawn comb 
with bees in various stages - egg to adult - 
and typically has a young mated laying 
queen.
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Established Hive
This is the easiest route for beginners - you 
can jump right into beekeeping with 
minimal initial effort. Comes with 7 to 10 
frames of brood and will likely have 
collected resources like pollen, nectar, 
honey, and propolis.

How to obtain bees
Capturing a Swarm
Not ideal for beginning beekeepers, but 
and interesting and fun way to start. Many 
beekeepers believe that deral swarms 
represent superior survivor genetics from 
bees that have been unmanaged and 
untreated for years.
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3.
Hive Maintenance



Hive inspections
◉ Important to perform regular checks on 

bees
◉ Looking to make sure the hive is 

healthy and gets help it needs
◉ Looking for: a healthy queen, adequate 

brood numbers and well-behaved bees, 
bountiful nutrition and food storage

◉ Perform every 6 weeks
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Recordkeeping
◉ Important to know what is going on with each hive
◉ Keep a record of treatments and problems, as well as what is going on
◉ Every hive inspection should have a notes page taken
◉ Things to track: date of inspection, condition of the hive, queen’s genetics and 

installation date, hive temperament, whether or not new queen cells are present, 
whether or not drones/eggs/pests were found, hive population, quantity of food 
stores, laying pattern of queen (and issues), reason for inspection, any applied 
treatments, current temperature and weather, and various blooms in season.
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4.
Harvesting Honey from 

the Hive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAVViasHjQE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAVViasHjQE


5.
Common Ailments & 

Issues



Colony collapse disorder
When a colony of bees abandons a hive, leaving behind a queen, brood, honey stores, and 
only a few nurse bees.

Colonies affected by CCD have been shown to have more different types of pathogens 
than other colonies. The big key for scientists was being able to pinpoint colony stressors.

Preventative measures you can take as a beekeeper:

◉ Nutrition
◉ Pest, pathogen, and pesticide management
◉ Environment
◉ Genetic diversity in bee populations
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Nosema
◉ Most common adult bee disease
◉ Caused by a fungus
◉ Treat with antifungal Fumagillin
◉ Two species are prevalent in honeybee infections

◎ Nosema ceranae - the more virulent of the 
two; weakens foraging bees to the point they 
can no longer return to the hive which 
effectively kills them

◎ Nosema apis - greatly reduces lifespan of 
adult bees, reduces honey production, and 
creates higher supersedure (queen 
replacement) rates in package bee queens21



Varroa mites
◉ Mites on bees are similar to fleas and ticks on 

pets. Mites can pass diseases that will cause harm 
to the bees, will weaken the colony, and will 
eventually kill your bees. Preventing and 
destroying mites are critical to survival.

◉ Prevention includes treating for mites regularly 
and rotating treatments to reduce mite resistance

◉ Checking regularly for mites during hive 
inspections will also help you know when to treat 
for mites
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American foulbrood 
(AFB)
◉ Most destructive microbial disease
◉ Extremely contagious
◉ Spores can live up to 50 years
◉ Best solution to this is burning the hive
◉ Prevention is through good hygiene in 

your apiary and resistant queen stock
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6.
Credits



Local Organizations
◉ Linn Benton Beekeepers Association
◉ Oregon State Beekeepers Association
◉ Oregon Master Beekeeper Program @ Oregon State University
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References
◉ Beginning Beekeeping: Everything You Need to Make Your Hive Thrive! 

by Tanya Phillips
◉ Haynes Bee Manual: The Complete Step-by-Step Guide to Keeping 

Bees by Claire & Adrian Waring
◉ First Lessons in Beekeeping by Keith S. Delaplane
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